25 yr old Royal Navy nuclear weapons engineer William McNeilly
went on the run until he was sure that the information in his report
‘Nuclear Secrets’ would reach the public. Once the story hit the
headlines nearly 2 weeks later, he flew to Scotland on Mon 18 May to
hand himself in, was taken into military custody and awaits his fate.
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McNeilly worked on the Trident nuclear weapons system at
Faslane, and spent 3 months on patrol in the nuclear submarine
Victorious. Witnessing a catalogue of safety and security breaches,
McNeilly repeatedly reported them to his superiors, to no avail.
Certain that a nuclear disaster was inevitable without urgent action,
he decided that he had to alert the general public to the danger.
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Issues raised by McNeilly include submarines in poor repair, missile
safety procedures and alarms ignored, putting the crew and
potentially the whole population at risk; serious lack of security
leaving Trident vulnerable to terrorist attack; serious fire hazards;
generator, water distillation and sewerage failures; a cavalier
disregard for health and safety; cover up of 2009 collision with
French submarine.
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McNeilly said: “I’m releasing the information in this way because it’s
the only way I can be sure it gets out.” He believed he was faced
with the choice to “ignore the threat or risk everything I have to
inform the Government and the people... Peace can no longer be
maintained by nuclear weapons (Fear)... It’s time to end this... fear,
and create a new world order through peace and unity.”
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Donate to support McNeilly:
couragefound.org/projects/trident/
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McNeilly warns us that nuclear weapons are vulnerable both to attack and
accident and that either of these could have catastrophic consequences for
humanity. Anti-nuclear activists have frequently demonstrated this
vulnerability. In 2007, for instance, two pensioners from a group called
Trident Ploughshares took off their shoes and socks and simply paddled
into Coulport base where Trident nuclear weapons are stored and loaded,
remaining undetected for hours. Activists regularly enter Faslane and have
boarded nuclear submarines to expose security failures as recently as
March 2014. Authors such as Eric Schlosser have studied nuclear incidents
and exposed the illusion of safety. Navy & Faslane veteran Euan Bryson
has come forward to back up aspects of McNeilly’s report.
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In 2009, the MoD was forced to admit to its nuclear submarines being
involved in 14 collisions and well over 200 fires since 1979, 21 of the blazes
needing “significant onboard resources” to bring under control.
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Each Trident nuclear warhead has 8 x the destructive force of the bomb
dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. Each nuclear sub carries dozens of these
warheads, which are also transported up and down Britain’s roads and
have been involved in numerous ’safety’ incidents, some serious.
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At a time when huge cuts are being made to public services, the
government is planning to replace Trident
at a cost of over £100 billion.
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To find out more and get involved, see:
actionawe.org
banthebomb.org
cndcymru.org
cnduk.org
faslanepeacecamp.wordpress.com
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Read William McNeilly’s
reports for yourself at:

wiseupaction.info/
mcneilly
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